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ABSTRACT
Pathological Gambling and Substance Abuse
in the Las Vegas Arrestee Population
by
Jeffrey Michael Groebner
Dr. Richard C. McCorkle, Examination Committee Chair
Professor o f Criminal Justice
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
There has been extensive literature on the nature of pathological gambling and
substance abuse on criminal offending; however, most of what is known about these
disorders stem from clinical populations and the general population.

Both o f these

populations differ from arrestee populations; therefore, our understanding about the
disorders remains limited. This is a study among the arrestee population utilizing data
collected in Las Vegas detention centers during a federally funded research project that
monitors the extent and nature o f drug abuse. In addition to the program, a Gambling
Addendum was administered to all willing participants.
Findings support a greater prevalence of pathological gamblers in the arrestee
population.

Furthermore, findings also indicate that being a pathological gambler

increases the odds o f committing a property crime while having a substance abuse
problem increases the odds o f committing a felony and committing more property crimes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
The proliferation o f legalized gambling in recent decades has been nothing short of
astonishing. What was once known as a socially deviant activity has turned into a multi
billion dollar industry. Today, over “80 percent of American adults now report having
gambled sometime during their lifetime— on casino games, lotteries, sports betting, horse
racing and off-track betting, and other gambling activities” (National Research Council
1999, I). Consequently, gambling has become mainstreamed in the United States. With
the accelerated increase in casinos, bingo halls, and lotteries, gambling has made it into
the upper echelons of American entertainment earnings, generating more revenue than
movies, sporting events, theme parks, cruise ships, and the recording industry combined
(Gottdiener, Collins, and Dickens, 1999; McCorkle 2002). Unfortunately, the advent of
this gambling culture has generated an increase in gambling disorders for many
Americans today (Battersby, Thomas, Tolchard, and Esterman, 2002).
Approximately 2.5 million adults in North America suffer from pathological
gambling, with an additional 5.3 million at risk for the disorder (Shaffer, Hall, and
VanderBilt, 1999).

As prevalence rates continue to escalate, gaming opponents have

become concerned about the relationship between criminal behavior and gambling.
According to Henry Lesieur, a leading expert on compulsive gambling, “Ultimately,
pathological gambling results in crime” (Lesieur 1992, 47). Within this context, there has

I
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been a renewed interest among criminologists on the extent, nature, and consequences of
the disorder.
Comorbidity (two or more psychiatric disorders in a single patient) has also sparked
interests among researchers addressing the proliferation of pathological gambling. As the
literature review will indicate, studies illustrate that pathological gamblers show high
rates o f substance use disorders (Ladd and Petry 2003).

In addressing implications

concerned with co-morbidity (i.e. pathological gambling and substance abuse), substance
abusers display higher rates o f unemployment, lower income, and more substantial
histories o f illegal activity than substance abusers without pathological gambling
disorders (Ladd and Petry 2003).
There is an extensive literature on the nature and scope o f pathological gambling,
substance abuse, and criminal offending; however, most of what is known about the
disorder stems from clinical populations and the general population.

Both o f these

populations differ sharply from arrestee populations in terms of age, race, and social class
(McCorkle 2002).
limited.

Therefore, our understanding o f pathological gambling remains

Rates among pathological gamblers are higher among arrestee populations

versus the general public, 10 percent versus 3 percent, respectively (McCorkle 2002;
Gerstein, Hoffman, Larison, Engelman, Murphy, Palmer, Chuchro, Tace, Johnson, Buie,
and Hill, 1999).

As these numbers indieate, more research needs to be employed in

prison settings to determine whether arrestees have high rates o f pathological gambling as
the existing literature implies (Lesieur 1983).

“If arrestee populations are omitted in

prevalence studies o f pathological gambling, our understanding o f the extent, nature, and
consequences of the problem will elude us” (McCorkle 2002, 64).
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The main focus o f this thesis is to examine the relationship between pathological
gambling, substance abuse, and criminal offending in the Las Vegas arrestee population.
Three questions will be addressed: (1) Is there a difference between pathological and
non-pathological gamblers in terms o f criminal behavior?

(2)

Is there a difference

between substance abusers and non-substance abusers in terms o f criminal behavior? (3)
Does a comorbid (i.e. persons with the dual presence of substance abuse and pathological
gambling disorder) relationship affect criminal behavior?
Data for this thesis will be employed using a secondary data analysis.

It was

collected in conjunction with the National Institute o f Justice’s Arrestee Drug Abuse
Monitoring Program (ADAM) in Las Vegas, Nevada.

ADAM is a federally funded

research project that monitors the extent and nature o f drug abuse in arrestee populations.
The program administered a Gambling Addendum, in addition to the ADAM interview,
to all willing participants for six consecutive quarters beginning in the 4"^ Quarter 1999.
The addendum also included a survey instrument developed by the National Opinion
Research Center (NORC) titled National Opinion Research Center DSM Screen for
Gambling Problems (NODS). Scores from this survey classify the respondent’s level of
gambling pathology.

Consequently, criminals are classified as either pathological

gamblers or non-pathological gamblers.
This thesis will analyze the data using a bivariate and multivariate analysis. Results
should allow conclusions to be made about the differences in social profiles, criminal
behavior and substance abuse among pathological and non-pathological gamblers.

In

addition, predictors in the analysis should determine if co-morbidity (i.e. persons with
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both substance abuse and pathological gambling disorder) has an effect on criminal
offending.
Lawmakers and community leaders have grown concerned over the pathological
gambling and crime connection.

This thesis, in an attempt to examine profiles of

arrestees that are pathological and non-pathological gamblers, should benefit lawmakers
as results will distinguish the nature, frequency, and predictors of crime associated with
pathological and non-pathological gamblers in arrestee populations. Furthermore, results
should yield better policies for inmate rehabilitation and aggregate levels o f offending in
arrestee populations.
This thesis will review the existing literature surrounding the nature and scope of
pathological gambling and its relationship with substance abuse and criminal behavior,
illustrate the methods and data description, and assess the results.

Conclusions and

policy implications will also be addressed.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
Gambling has played a prominent role in the evolution o f America.

Native

Americans were avid gamblers, and Jamestown, the first colony, was funded in large part
from English lottery sales (Roseerance 1985). Gambling was, to say the least, popular
during the pioneering days o f America. However, despite its popularity, gambling was
also condemned on moral and legal grounds by religious and civic leaders. Opponents
perceived it to be a morally licentious activity (Roseerance 1985).
In recent decades gambling has become widespread and socially accepted as a
recreational activity.

It has currently turned into the nation’s favorite form of

entertainment. Despite this popularity, gambling still has its critics. However, the moral
and legal responses in the past are being metamorphasized into a medical problem
(Castellani 2001). Consequently, the “medicalization” o f gambling problems has created
treatment programs in disciplines such as psychiatry, clinical psychology, and
epidemiology (Abt and McGurrin 1991; Roscecrance 1985).
As gambling activity rates continue to escalate, the evolution o f pathological
gambling has emerged.

The Committee on the Social and Economic Impact of

Pathological Gambling makes startling claims in Pathological Gambling: A Critical
Review:
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The availability o f legal gambling has increased sharply in the past 20 years.
More people are gambling, and they are wagering more. As a result, there is
increased concern about pathological gambling. Clinical evidence suggests that
pathological gamblers engage in destructive behaviors: they commit crimes, they
run up large debts, they damage relationships with family and friends, and they
kill themselves. With the increased availability of gambling and new gambling
technologies, pathological gambling has the potential to become even more
widespread. A greater understanding o f this problem through scientific research
is critical. Recent methodological and theoretical advances in epidemiology,
medicine, and the social and behavioral sciences should aid this understanding
(1999:3).

Worth emphasizing in the quote above is that clinical evidence suggests pathological
gamblers engage in destructive behaviors, in particular, committing crimes.

In a city

such as Las Vegas where there is a high prevalence rate of pathological gamblers, with
estimates ranging from 46,000 to 138,000 people (Smith 2004), this study will attempt to
shed more light on a possible pathological gambling/criminal behavior relationship in the
arrestee population.

Defining Pathological Gambling
In 1957, Edmund Bergler published The Psychology o f Gambling, which still remains
widely quoted. In his book, Bergler concluded that “compulsive gamblers are neurotics
driven by an unconscious wish to lose” (Bergler 1958, vii). This definition was accepted
by the psychiatric community during the 1950’s, 1960’s, and 1970’s (Roscecrance 1985).
Robert Custer, a leading authority in the field o f compulsive gambling, directed the
first in-patient treatment programs for compulsive gamblers in 1972. He concluded that
only a small percentage (10 to 20 percent) of patients exhibited neurotic symptoms.
There was no substantial evidence that those being treated for compulsive gambling had
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an unconscious wish to lose.

Custer stated that psychological, social, cultural, and

biological factors were the predictors for a gambling syndrome (Roseerance 1985).
In 1980, Custer was credited with convincing the American Psychiatric Association
(APA) to include pathological gambling in its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual III
(DSM-III). The definition stated:

The essential features are a chronic and progressive failure to resist impulses to
gamble and gambling behavior that compromises, disrupts, or damages personal,
family, or vocational pursuits. The gambling preoccupation, urge, and activity
increase during periods of stress. Problems that arise as a result of the gambling
lead to an intensification o f the gambling behavior (APA 1980, 273).

The criteria according to the DSM-III to classify an individual as a compulsive
gambler is outlined in table 1. To be classified as a pathological gambler he/she had to
meet three out o f the seven criteria.

Table 1: DSM-III Criteria for Pathological Gambling
Arrest
Lack of financial
responsibility
Disruption of
relationships
Illegal sources of
money
Lack o f financial
accountability
Loss of work
Bailout

Arrests for forgery, fraud, embezzlement, or income tax
evasion due to attempts to obtain money for gambling
Default on debts or other financial responsibilities
Disrupted family or spouse relationship due to gambling
Borrowing money from illegal sources
Inability to account for loss o f money or to produce
evidence o f winning money, if this is claimed
Loss o f work due to absenteeism in order to pursue
gambling activity
Necessity for another person to provide money to relieve a
desperate financial situation

Source: Harvey 2001, 6.
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While the DSM-III criteria had a profound impact in terms o f defining pathological
gambling, it was altered drastically in 1987 under the DSM-III-R for specific reasons.
One problem was with the wording.

The DSM-III defined pathological gambling as

“unable to resist the impulse to gamble” (1980:291). While understood clinically, many
critics believed that it did not address the issue o f responsibility (Castellani 2000).
Consequently, the DSM replaced the phrase “unable to resist” to “failure to resist”

(1987:324).
Another problem with the DSM-III was that it failed to diagnose pathological
gambling as an addiction. As a result, the DSM-III-R was altered so that pathological
gambling would look similar to the diagnoses of substance abuse. “Every one of the nine
criteria, except for “chasing losses,” had “their counterpart in the diagnoses of alcohol,
heroin, cocaine and other forms o f drug dependence” (Lesieur and Rosenthal 1991, 8).
Pathological gambling in the DSM-III-R is defined by meeting at least four o f the nine
criteria. The criteria is outlined in table 2.
While the DSM-III-R was considered an improvement over the DSM-III, there was
still continued criticism. The primary concern once again was to diagnose pathological
gambling as an addiction. Consequently, in 1994, a revision of the diagnoses appeared in
the most current form o f diagnosing pathological gamblers, the DSM-IV.

The latest

DSM defines pathological gambling not as a “chronic and progressive failure to resist
impulses to gamble” but as “persistent and recurrent maladaptive gambling” (APA 1994,
282). Pathological gambling is now defined by meeting at least five of the criteria. The
criteria is outlined in table 3.
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Table 2; DSM-III-R Criteria for Pathological Gambling
Maladaptive gambling behavior, as indicated by at least four o f the following;
1 Frequent preoccupation with gambling or with obtaining money to gamble
2 Frequent gambling of larger amounts o f money or over a longer period o f time than
intended
3 A need to increase the size or frequency o f bets to achieve the desired excitement
4 Restlessness or irritability if unable to gamble
5 Repeated loss o f money by gambling and returning another day to win back losses
(“chasing”)
6 Repeated efforts to reduce or stop gambling
7 Frequent gambling when expected to meet social or occupational obligations
8 Sacrifice of some important social, occupational, or recreational activity in order to
gamble
9 Continuation of gambling despite inability to pay mounting debts, or despite other
significant social, occupational, or legal problems that the person knows to be
exacerbated by gambling
Source: DSM-III-R 1987, 324.

Table 3: DSM-IV Criteria for Pathological Gambling
Preoccupation

Tolerance
Withdrawal
Escape
Chasing
Lying
Loss o f control
Illegal acts
Risked
significant
relationship
Bailout

Is preoccupied with gambling (e.g., preoccupied with reliving past
gambling experiences, handicapping the next venture, or thinking o f
ways to get money with which to gamble)
Needs to gamble with increasing amounts o f money in order to
achieve the desired excitement
Is restless or irritable when attempting to cut down or stop gambling
Gambles as a way of escaping from problems or reliving dysphoric
mood (e.g., feelings o f helplessness, guilt, anxiety, or depression)
After losing money gambling, often returns another day in order to
get even (“chasing one’s losses”)
Lies to family members, therapists, or others to conceal the extent of
involvement with gambling
Has made repeated unsuccessful efforts to control, cut back, or stop
gambling
Has committed illegal acts (e.g., forgery, fraud, theft, or
embezzlement) in order to finance gambling
Has jeopardized or lost a significant relationship, job, or educational
or career opportunity because o f gambling

Has relied on others to provide money to relieve a desperate
financial situation covered by gambling
Source: Gerstein et al. 1999, 16.
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It is important to note that pathological gambling is unlike other addictions. “It does
not involve ingestion, and consequently dependence upon, an external substance, such as
cocaine, heroin or alcohol” (Castellani 2000, 57). It is a behavior and thus does not meet
the DSM-IV criteria as an addiction. Consequently, it is defined as an impulse control
disorder. This being the case, one must wonder how gambling becomes problematic?
The problem o f pathological gambling has to do with the relationship individuals have
with gambling itself (Castellani 2000).

Brian Castellani, author o f Pathological

Gambling: The M aking o f a Medical Problem states:

Once gamblers begin to lose money (or have a big win) they begin to gamble
more and more to make up the loss (or repeat the first big win). It is during the
chase that people get into trouble. If they continue to gamble too much they may
lose a great deal of income. They begin to lie to their family, become depressed,
feel anxious or suicidal, steal from their friends and employers, fail to show up for
work, lose interest in the rest o f their lives and loved ones, become obsessed with
winning itself, turn to a life of crime, and so on (2000:57).

This is precisely the reason why this thesis is examining pathological gambling and
substance abuse in the arrestee population. Clinical evidence suggests that gamblers will
turn to crime to finance or support their gambling habits. If the claims above are true,
this thesis should expect to see pathological gamblers in the arrestee population have a
higher propensity to engage in criminal behavior, in particular, property crimes so that
they can finance or support their gambling habits.

Measuring Pathological Gambling
Over the past couple of decades pathological gambling has become increasingly
investigated by researchers. Consequently, several diagnostic screening tools have been

10
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created to assess the nature and level o f pathological gambling; however, there has been
disagreement among researchers as to which concepts adequately diagnose pathological
gambling (Gerstein et al. 1999).

Currently, the DSM-IV is used by professionals to

diagnose patients in clinical settings, but outside of the clinical setting there have been
more than a dozen screens developed by researchers examining the extent and nature of
pathological gamblers in the general population (McCorkle 2002; Gerstein et al. 1999).
The first diagnostic test widely used among researchers was the South Oaks
Gambling Screen (SOGS), developed by Henry Lesieur and Sheila Blume (1987).
Currently, it is a twenty item scale, in which answering “yes” to three or four o f the items
classifies an individual as a “problem gambler.”

Answering “yes” to five or more

questions classifies an individual as a “probable pathological gambler.”

The scale

includes items such as spending more time or money on gambling than intended, arguing
with family members over gambling, and gambling to pay off gambling debts (Gerstein
et al. 1999). The SOGS has been used to classify pathological gamblers among groups
such as hospital workers, university students, prison inmates, and inpatients in alcohol
and substance abuse programs (Lesiur and Blume 1987; Gerstein et al. 1999).
In recent years the SOGS has received criticism regarding its research on the general
population (Walker 1992).

With the recent rapid expansion o f legal gambling, many

researchers believe that the SOGS is not a valid diagnostic tool. The SOGS was based on
the DSM-III, and accordingly, only was validated in clinical settings where the disorder
is high (Walker 1992; McCorkle 2002).

Over the past decade, prevalence rates for

gambling problems have been on the rise for women and middle-class individuals, many
of whom have not reached clinical settings. Several o f the screening items in the SOGS

11
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do not apply to these groups, for example, questions about borrowing money from
loansharks are more relevant for middle-aged men, not women (Gerstein et al. 1999).
Even though “the SOGS has served as a foundation for most o f the problem gambling
prevalence studies conducted in this field, it would appear that the time has come to
employ newer instrum ents...’’(Bernhard 1999, 12).

Consequently, the need to adopt

screening items that apply to all groups is needed in order to best measure the rates of
pathological gambling.
The expansion of gambling during the 1990s has made the profiles o f those seeking
treatment for gambling more heterogenous than prior populations in which the SOGS had
been based (MeCorkle 2002). As a result, screening instruments based on the DSM-III
and DSM-III-R had become outdated. In 1998, the National Opinion Research Center
(NORC), in collaboration with the National Gambling Impact Study Commission
(NGISC), created a new screening instrument known as the NORC DSM Screen for
Gambling Problems (NODS).
instruments.

Initially, NORC identified three possible screening

These included the Fisher DSM-IV Screen, the Diagnostic Interview

Schedule, and the Diagnostic Interview for Gambling Severity. Flowever, after careful
examination, NORC concluded that these screens raised concerns regarding validity and
reliability (Gerstein et al. 1999).

Consequently, they created their own screening

instrument (NODS) that would address these issues, and furthermore, be up-to-date using
the DSM-IV criteria
The NODS is composed of 17 items assessing lifetime gambling problems and 17
past-year items.

Although the NODS has fewer questions than the SOGS, it was

“designed to be more demanding and restrictive in assessing problematic behaviors”

12
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(Gerstein et al. 1999, 18). The DSM-IV criteria and matched NODS lifetime questions
are outlined in table 4. It is not administered to all respondents, only those who have lost
$100 in a single day or have been $100 or more behind across an entire year.
Consequently, the scale allows the researcher to categorize gamblers into a Type D,
corresponding to the category o f problem gamblers, and a Type E, those that are probable
pathological gamblers (Shaffer, Hall, and Bilt, 1997; Patholgical Gamling: A Critical
Review 1999). The criteria for categorizing gamblers are listed in table 5.
Although the NODS instrument appears to be the best available measure for
identifying pathological gamblers, “the foundation for the decision to base the instrument
on the DSM-IV is perhaps less than stable” (Bernhard 1999, 21). The primary reason for
this is that it was not peer-reviewed. NORC, however, justifies the use o f this instrument
by stating that “the field needed to move fully into the new DSM-IV era” (Gerstein et al.
1999, 16). Furthermore, NORC conducted a test-retest reliability o f the NODS over a 2
to 4 week period. Findings indicated that both the lifetime and past-year scores on the
NODS were highly reliable. “The lifetime test statistic (r=0.99) and the past-year test
statistic (r=0.98) were well above the 0.80 considered desirable for overall test-retest
agreement” (Gerstein et al. 1999, 20). This being the case, it was confirmed that NODS
had strong internal consistency and retest reliability.

13
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Table 4: DSM-IV Criteria and NODS Lifetime Questions
Preoccupation

1

2

Tolerance

3

Withdrawal

4
5

L oss o f
Control
Escape

6
7
8
9

Chasing

10

Lying

11

Illegal acts

12
13

Risked
significant
relationship

14

15

16

Bailout

17

H ave there ever been periods lasting 2 w eek s or longer when you
spent a lot o f tim e thinking about your gam bling experiences or
planning out future gam bling ventures or bets? OR
Have there ever been periods lasting 2 w eek s or longer when you
spent a lot o f tim e thinking about w ays o f getting m oney to
gam ble with?
H ave there ever been periods when you needed to gam ble with
increasing amounts o f m oney or with larger bets than before in
order to get the same feeling o f excitem ent?
Have you ever tried to stop, cut down, or control your gambling?
On one or more o f the tim es when you tried to stop, cut down, or
control your gam bling, were your restless or irritable?
H ave you ever tried but not succeeded in stopping, cutting down,
or controlling your gam bling?
If so, has this happened three or more tim es?
H ave you ever gambled as a w ay to escape from personal
problems? OR
Have you ever gambled to relieve uncom fortable feelin gs such as
guilt, anxiety, helplessness, or depression?
Has there ever been a period w hen, if you lost m oney gam bling
one day, you w ould return another day to get even?
H ave you ever lied to fam ily members, friends, or others about
how much you gam ble or how much m oney you lost on
gam bling?
If so, has this happened three or more tim es?
Have you ever written a bad check or taken m oney that didn’t
belong to you from fam ily mem bers or anyone else in order to
pay for your gambling?
Has your gam bling ever caused serious or repeated problem s in
your relationships with any o f your fam ily mem bers or friends?
OR
A SK O N LY IF R IS IN SCHOOL Has your gam bling caused
you any problem s in school, such as m issing classes or days o f
school or your grades dropping? OR
Has your gam bling ever caused you to lose a job , have trouble
with your job , or m iss out on an important job or career
opportunity?
H ave you ever needed to ask fam ily m em bers or anyone else to
loan you m oney or otherw ise bail you out o f a desperate m oney
situation that was largely caused by your gam bling?

Source: Gerstein et al. 1999, 18.
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Table 5; Criteria and Terminology Used in the NODS
Nongambler
Low-risk gambler

Never gambled
Gambled, but never lost more than $100 in a single day or year
OR
Lost more than $ 100 in a single day or year but reported no
DSM-IV criteria
Lost more than $100 on a single day or year AND reported;
At-risk gambler
One or two DSM-IV criteria
Problem gambler
Three or four DSM-IV criteria
Pathological
Five or more DSM-IV criteria
gambler
Source: Gerstein et a . 1999,21.

Prevalence of Pathological Gamblers
In recent decades researchers have attempted to assess the prevalence o f pathological
gamblers in the general population. While there have been several studies conducted on
a small-scale, only four studies have attempted to measure the national prevalence of
pathological gambling in the United States.

The first study was conducted by the

University o f Michigan in 1975. Focusing on people’s attitudes toward gambling, the
Michigan Survey Research Center surveyed 1,736 adults about their gambling behaviors
(Kallick, Suits, Dielman, and Hybels, 1979). The findings indicated that 0.77 percent of
the national sample could be classified as “probable” compulsive gamblers and 2.33
percent as “potential” compulsive gamblers (Kallick et al. 1979). Combining these two
categories provided an estimate o f 3 percent o f the national population being either
probable or potential pathological gamblers.
In a second study assessing the national prevalence o f pathological gambling, Shaffer
and his colleagues conducted a meta-analysis on problem gambling in the United States
and Canada between 1975 and 1997.

The meta-analysis consisted o f 120 studies
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representing adults and youth in the general population, college students, adults and
youth in treatment or prison settings, and other sub-populations (Shaffer et al. 1997).
Because the studies had different classification systems for labeling gamblers, Shaffer et
al. (1997) standardized the terms by defining four levels o f gambling: Level 0
(nongamblers); Level 1 (social or recreational gamblers who did not experience gambling
problems); Level 2 (gamblers with less serious levels o f gambling problems); and Level 3
(pathological gamblers). The findings indicated that lifetime prevalence rates were 1.5
percent for Level 3 gamblers and 5.4 percent for Levels 2 and 3 combined. In addition,
past year prevalence rates were 0.9 percent for Level 3 gamblers and 2.9 percent for
Levels 2 and 3 combined (Shaffer et al. 1997).
The third prevalence study was conducted by the National Opinion Research Center
(NORC) in 1999 for the National Gambling Impact Study Commission.

The study

consisted o f three data sets that included 2,417 adults at home via telephone, 530 adults at
gaming establishments, and 534 adolescents aged sixteen and seventeen years old
(Gerstein et al. 1999). The NORC team estimated that 2.5 million adults are pathological
gamblers and an additional 3 million adults are problem gamblers.

Also, lifetime

prevalence rates for pathological and problem gambling was estimated at 1.2 and 1.5
percent, respectively.

In addition, the NORC team concluded that pathological and

problem gamblers are more likely than other gamblers to have been arrested or
incarcerated (Gerstein et al. 1999), an important fact that will be addressed in the next
section.
The fourth and last study attempting to measure the national prevalence of
pathological gambling in the United States was conducted by John Welte and his
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colleagues (Welte, Barnes, Wieczorek, Tidwell, and Parker, 2001). Using a telephone
survey utilizing random-digit-dialing, a total o f 2,638 interviews were conducted. Welte
et al. estimated that the pathological gambling rate in the United States was 1.9%. In
addition, the lifetime prevalence rate for pathological gambling was 4.8%.

Pathological Gambling and Crime
Henry Lesieur stated approximately two-thirds o f non-incarcerated and 97% of
incarcerated gamblers reported engaging in illegal activities to finance their gambling
(Lesieur 1992). This suggests that pathological gambling may lead to criminal behavior
(Ladouceur, Boisvert, Pepin, Loranger, and Sylvain, 1994).

Consequently, these

statistics have left researchers looking for answers to this causal relationship.

Darren

Gowen, in the February 1996 issue o f Federal Probation states;

Indeed, repetitive criminality appears to have similar attributes to pathological
gambling. Like gambling, criminal behavior can be viewed by the offender as a
game that is appealing more for its short-term gain than for its long-term costs,
which point inevitably to failure. Both gambling and criminal behaviors, when
engaged in repetitively, seem to have no learning curve. Otherwise, gamblers
would learn to win, criminals would learn how not to get caught (Gowen 1996, 7).

While many researchers share the notion that criminal behavior and pathological
gambling are linked because they share similar attributes, others believe that the
relationship is due to an addictive quality. Meyer and Bachmann (1993) suggest that as
the addictive behavior to gambling develops, so too does the perception that the gambler
must obtain money to gamble.

When the need to gamble continues to intensify the

gambler will inevitably turn to committing offenses in order to satisfy their financial and
psychological needs (Meyer and Bachmann 1993).
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Research findings suggest that there is a link between pathological gambling and
criminal behavior. In a groundbreaking study exploring the relationship, Julian Roebuck
(1967) investigated the pathological-crime connection in a Washington D.C. prison. The
study found that out o f 409 prisoners, “56 percent o f armed robbers, 14 percent of drug
addicts, 63 percent o f “jack of all trades” offenders (dabble in everything), and 53 percent
o f burglars” matched the gambling criteria (Roebuck 1967). It is important to note that
while this study provides support, it did not assess whether the arrestees came to prison as
a result of their gambling behaviors.
Custer and Custer (1978) administered a survey to 50 Veterans Administration (VA)
patients diagnosed as pathological gamblers and an additional 150 Gamblers Anonymous
(GA) members. Results indicated that 46 percent o f the VA sample and 21 percent of the
GA sample had been arrested for committing crimes. In addition, 14 percent o f the VA
sample and 9 percent of the GA members had been imprisoned.

Lesieur and Klein

(1985) administered a gambling questionnaire to prisoners at Yardville and Clinton
prisons in New Jersey.

In the sample 30 percent o f the prisoners were classified as

pathological gamblers. In addition, 55 percent o f the female and 50 percent o f the male
pathological gamblers were drug addicts, an important relationship that will be addressed
in the next section.
Studies addressing the relationship between pathological gambling and criminal
behavior have also been similar in other countries. Brown (1987) found a high crime rate
studying 107 English and Scottish GA members. Results indicated that 82 percent of the
Englishmen subjects and 77 percent of the Scottish subjects admitted to committing an
offense. Ladouceur et al. (1994) conducted a study o f GA members in Quebee assessing
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financial burdens associated with their gambling habits.

Sixty eight percent o f the

respondents in the sample reported engaging in illegal acts to finance their gambling
habits. Meyer and Stadler (1999) examined a sample of pathological gamblers from inand outpatient treatment centers and self-help groups and a sample o f high and low
frequency gamblers from the general population.

Results indicated that 89% o f the

pathological gamblers admitted to having committed at least one crime. In addition, 35%
admitted to resorting to criminal acts in order to payoff or finance their gambling habits.
Reviewing the literature leads to some important themes about the relationship
between pathological gambling and criminal behavior.

First, “The majority of

pathological gamblers (at least 70% to 80%) commit offenses late in the disorder and that
these differences are strictly gambling related” (Rosenthal and Lorenz 1992, 657).
Second, crimes committed by pathological gamblers are primarily non-violent crimes
against property (Lesieur 1987).

Third, gambling related offenses are committed in

higher frequencies and involve larger amounts o f money than non-gambling related
crimes (Lesieur 1987).

Pathological Gambling and Substance Abuse
Research on comorbidity indicates that substance use disorders are commonly shared
among individuals that also have a pathological gambling disorder. However, research
on this subject has only surfaced in recent decades. There is an important link between
the association of alcohol, drugs, and gambling that cannot be ignored (Rosenthal and
Lorenz 1992). Research indicates that “50% o f pathological gamblers have concurrent or
previous substance abuse or dependence” (Rosenthal and Lorenz 1992, 658).
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The relationship between substance use and pathological gambling was addressed by
the DSM-III-R.

“The general feeling was that pathological gambling was in fact an

addiction, but clinicians were unable to specify or agree on what should be added to the
diagnostic criteria to make it distinct from substance dependence (DSM-III-R 1987,
1009). Consequently, defining exposure conditions for people at risk for both disorders
were tedious for clinicians (NRG 1999).

Ultimately, comparisons between the two

disorders were formulated. For instance, money is important to the gambler, however,
most gamblers will say that it is not really about the money so much as it is for the
“action,” an aroused, euphoric state comparable to being high on drugs (Anderson and
Brown 1987; Blaszczysnski, Winter, and McConaghy, 1986; Brown 1987; Lesieur 1984).
In addition, progression, preoccupation, loss o f control, and disregard for consequences
clearly exist among pathological gamblers in the same ways it parallels the conditions for
substance-dependent individuals (Custer 1982; Lesieur and Rosenthal 1991).

Further

research is needed on the diagnostic criteria for tolerance and withdrawal (Lesieur 1984).
Several studies have examined the pathological and comorbid substance abuse
relationship in alcohol and drug treatment programs. In an early study, Haberman (1969)
studied a sample o f 70 alcoholics in treatment. The results indicated that 17 percent of
the sample admitted to gambling difficulties thus suggesting evidence o f a relationship
between the two disorders. In a sample o f 458 patients in an alcohol and drug treatment
program, Lesieur, Blume, and Zoppa (1986) found that 9 percent were diagnosed as
pathological gamblers. Hall, Carriero, Takushi, Montoya, Preston, and Gorelick (2000)
surveyed 313 cocaine-dependent outpatients at a research clinic o f the National Institute
on Drug Abuse Intramural Research Program. Results from the sample indicated that 8%
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of the outpatients were lifetime pathological gamblers, with an additional 4% labeled as
current (past month) pathological gamblers. In a study o f 512 patients in drug treatment
programs and an additional 478 drug users recruited from the community, CunninghamWilliams, Cottier, Compton, Spitznagel, and Ben-Abdallah (2000) found that 11% o f the
sample were diagnosed as pathological gamblers and an additional 22% were classified
as problem gamblers.
Similar results have been found exploring the comorbid relationship in gambling
treatment programs. For example, Thompson, Gazel, and Rickman (1996) conducted a
study o f 98 members o f a GA group in Wisconsin. In the sample, 30 reported having
alcohol problems and an additional 14 admitted being addicted to drugs. In a study of
M innesota’s gambling treatment programs, Stinchfield and Winters (2001) found that
35% o f 592 pathological gamblers seeking treatment reported previously seeking
treatment for alcohol or drug problems.
There are several explanations for the affiliation between pathological gambling and
substance abuse (Lesieur and Heineman 1988). For example, many casinos offer free
drinks to anyone that is gambling. Consequently, many pathological gamblers may drink
heavily to alleviate the tension associated with the heavy financial losses. Others may
become pathological gamblers because the heavy drinking lowers their inhibitions about
how much they are gambling. Furthermore, many gamblers may resort to taking drugs
(e.g. cocaine) to remain awake during their gambling binges.

Also, many substance

abusers may resort to gambling to finance their drug habits.

These are just a few

explanations for the co-occurrence of pathological gambling and substance abuse but the
list is not exhaustive.
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While studies have illustrated that substance abuse is the most common disorder
associated with pathological gambling (McCorkle 2002), the temporal sequence still
remains inconclusive.

Only one study to date has addressed this issue.

Ramirez,

McCormick, Russo, and Taber (1984) asked 20 patients admitting to both a substance
abuse and a gambling problem which disorder developed first. Only 16 patients could
clearly recall an order. Eight reported that a drinking problem emerged initially, three
reported a gambling problem, and five reported a concurrence between both disorders.
As these findings indicate, no clear temporal sequence could be reported. More research
needs to be conducted on the temporal sequence between the two disorders. Meaningful
findings could help implement better strategies in treatment programs.

The Need for Jail Studies in Las Vegas
Studying the nature and prevalence of pathological gambling in the arrestee
population is essential in a city such as Las Vegas. For instance, Gerstein et al. (1999)
suggests areas within 50 miles o f casinos have twice the problem gambling rates as those
outside of 50 miles. In reference to this study, not only did all subjects commit crimes
within the 50 mile radius, but access to casinos is unrivaled in Las Vegas than anywhere
else in the world.

Research indicates pathological gambling rates among the adult

general population in Nevada are higher here than the national estimate (Volberg 2002).
Consequently, gambling rates in the Las Vegas arrestee population should also be higher
than other arrestee populations throughout the nation.

In addition, while one could

expect that several studies have been conducted on the prevalence o f pathological
gamblers in Las Vegas, only a few have actually been employed. This study is not only
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attempting to shed more light on the prevalence o f pathological gambling in the Las
Vegas Valley, but it is focusing on a specific subpopulation, arrestees.
The nature and prevalence o f pathological gambling has been addressed from eight
segments of society; (1) the adult general population; (2) the youth general population;
(3) in-school youth; (4) the college student population; (5) in-treatment adolescents; (6)
in-treatment adults; (7) incarcerated adults; and (8) “special populations” (Shaffer et al.
1997; McCorkle 2002).
excluded.

Worth noting in these eight segments is that arrestees are

While they may be similar in nature to incarcerated adults, there are also

distinct differences.

For example, while incarcerated adults are typically detained for

more violent crimes, the arrestee is usually detained for petty offenses (Irwin 1985). In
addition, many arrestees receive no treatment programs that are typically offered to
incarcerated adults (McCorkle 2002).

Consequently, many Las Vegas arrestees are

released out into society only to continue their patterns of gambling which may lead to
further criminal behavior.
To address problems regarding the nature and prevalence o f pathological gambling,
this large subpopulation cannot be ignored. “In short, we know little about the extent,
correlates, and consequences of gambling disorders in jail populations, where arguably
the problem is more chronic and severe” (McCorkle 2002, 24). As mentioned earlier,
estimates illustrate that roughly 10 percent o f arrestees are pathological gamblers
(McCorkle 2002; Gerstein et al. 1999).

In 2003 alone, there were “ 152,919 people

arrested in Las Vegas” (Crime and Justice in Nevada 2003, 65).

This correlates to a

rough estimate o f 15,000 arrestees in Las Vegas having gambling disorders. O f course,
the number o f arrestees with a pathological gambling disorder is probably higher in a city
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like Las Vegas where there is high accessibility to casinos. All in all, this study hopes to
shed some light on the nature and prevalence of substance abuse and pathological
gambling in Las Vegas arrestee populations.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND DATA DESCRIPTION
The purpose o f this study is to examine the relationship between pathological
gambling, substance abuse, and criminal behavior in the arrestee population.

This

chapter introduces and explains the procedures in obtaining the necessary data, and the
methodology in producing the results.
This chapter is organized as follows;
1.

Data Collection

2.

The Gambling Addendum

3.

Description o f Sample

4.

Research Hypotheses

5.

Variables

Data Collection
The data for this study was collected in conjunction with the National Institute of
Justice’s Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring Program (ADAM) in Las Vegas, Nevada. As
mentioned previously, ADAM is a federally funded research program that monitors the
extent and nature o f drug abuse in arrestee populations. The program administered a
Gambling Addendum (Appendix 1), in addition to the ADAM interview, to all willing
participants beginning during the fourth quarter o f 1999 through the first quarter o f 2001.
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The population sampled was individuals arrested and booked at local detention
centers within the Las Vegas Valley through a process of systematic random selection.
During the initial stage the ADAM staff acquired the booking listing from the detention
center prior to the arrestee’s arrival. Soon thereafter, the records were then divided into
males and females so that the arrestees could be separated.

Records were then

chronologically ordered from oldest to most recent starting with “ 1” until all the records
were numbered (Harvey 2001).
Samples were then drawn after the initial stage of booking and recording.

Each

detention center within the Las Vegas Valley collected the proper amount of surveys that
would be necessary for the sample to be representative of that particular site.

Each

facility chose arrestees by dividing the total number o f booking records by the target
number for the night and then selected booking records with that number as a multiplier
(Harvey 2001). For example, if the target is to complete five forms at a facility and there
are twenty-five booking records, then every fifth record is chosen (5,10,15, etc.). If any
of the arrestees refused the interview then the next preceding booking record was chosen.

The Gambling Addendum
The Gambling Addendum in this study included a survey instrument developed by
the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) titled National Opinion Research Center
DSM Screen for Gambling Problems (NODS). As mentioned previously, the NODS is
composed of 17 items assessing lifetime gambling problems and 17 past-year items.
Because o f time and budgetary concerns the addendum only addressed past-year items.
“The purpose o f the study was to establish the existing levels o f pathological gambling in
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arrestee populations; consequently, there was less need to collect information on lifetime
gambling problems” (McCorkle 2002, 27).
The NODS was only administered to respondents that lost $100 in a single day or
have been $100 or more behind across an entire year. The criterion was used because
studies indicate individuals without significant losses do not report as many gambling
problems (Gerstein et al. 1999; McCorkle 2002). In addition to the NODS, the Gambling
Addendum was also used to collect data on five topics: (1) past-year gambling activity,
(2) use o f alcohol and illegal drugs prior to and during gambling, (3) substance abuse
and/or gambling problems, (4) past-year criminal activity (property, drug, and violent
offending), and (5) motivations for criminal activity gambling or non-gambling related.
Respondents’ were reminded that their answers were confidential and no one
connected with law enforcement or the facility in which they were jailed would see their
answers.

Obviously, there are validity issues with some questions on the Gambling

Addendum, as some respondent’s will distort their answers.

However, overall the

answers to these questions should help in examining the link between pathological
gambling and the independent variables.
The Gambling Addendum had filter questions for many variables. For example, as
mentioned previously, the interviewee thanked the respondent and concluded the
interview if it was determined that the respondent had not lost more than $100 in a single
day o f gambling.

In addition, follow-up questions may or may not have been asked

based on certain responses to questions on the survey.

For example, only follow-up

questions were asked if the respondent answered yes to the question, “Have you ever felt
like you had a gambling problem?”
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The response rate for the Gambling Addendum in Las Vegas arrestee populations is
outlined in table 6.

A total o f 1,734 out o f 2,534 arrested completed the Gambling

Addendum, providing a response rate o f roughly 70 percent.

Furthermore, 2,040

arrestees provided a urine specimen for the purposes of drug screening. At the end o f the
study the completed surveys were merged with the data collected from the ADAM
interviews and drug screening.

Consequently, the merged files provided a complete

profile of each respondent.

Table 6: Response Rate for Gambling Addendum
Approached

Completed
ADAM
Interview

Provided Urine
Specimen

Completed
Gambling
Addendum

Response Rate
(%)

2,534

2 ^0 9

2^40

1,734

68.4%

Source: McCorkle 2002:27.

Description o f Sample
A description o f the demographic statistics of arrestees that completed the Gambling
Addendum is outlined in table 7. In addition, for purposes o f comparison, characteristics
of the general population in Las Vegas based on the 2000 census and Labor Department
statistics are also provided (McCorkle 2002).

As expected, males (69.6 percent)

outnumber females (30.4 percent) in the sample. However, worth noting is that Blacks
are represented disproportionately in the sample.

Blacks represent 9.1 percent o f the

population in Clark County (the Las Vegas ADAM site catchment area) but constituted
nearly one-third (29.6 percent) o f arrestees. Among other characteristics, arrestees were
more likely to be unemployed, unmarried, younger, and less likely to have graduated high
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school than the general population. In assessing these characteristics, it is important to
note that differences between respondents that completed the Gambling Addendum and
those that didn’t were examined in the Las Vegas arrestee population and there were no
significant differences in terms of “race, gender, age, and most serious charge”
(McCorkle 2002, 30).

Table 7; Demographic Characteristics o f Arrestees and o f the General Population
in Clark County, Nevada
Las Vegas ADAM
Respondents
(n=l,734)

Clark County, Nevada

6&b
30/1

5&9
49.1

Gender
Male
Female
Race
White
Black
Hispanic
Other
Age
Mean
Median

56T
29x5
11.3
3.0

60^2
9.1
22^
8.7

32x5
32.0

****

HS Graduate/ GED

74.5

782

Married
Employment
Full-time
Part-time
Unemployed
Source: McCorkle 2002:29.

22.8

52.7

52/1
10.0
37X5

4.2

344
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Research Hypotheses
The objective o f this study is to examine the relationship between pathological
gambling, substance abuse, and criminal behavior in a subpopulation that has received
very little attention: arrestees. Three null hypotheses will be examined concerning the
relationship:

(1) There is no difference between pathological and non-pathological

gamblers in terms o f criminal behavior, (2) There is no difference between substance
abusers and non-substance abusers in terms of criminal behavior, and (3) Comorbidity of
pathological gambling and substance abuse does not affect criminal behavior.

Variables
Two principle independent variables are being examined in this study for their effect
on criminal behavior: pathological gambling and substance abuse. Pathological gambling
is addressed in this study by using the NODS criteria. In the Gambling Addendum, each
respondent answered 17 past-year items assessing gambling problems (refer back to table
4 in literature review). Based on their responses, each respondent was then given a score
ranging from 1 to 5. Under the NODS typology, respondents were classified as follows:
1 = Nongambler, 2 = Low-risk, 3 = At-risk, 4 = Problem, and 5 = Pathological gambler.
For the purposes of this study, problem gamblers (n=107) and pathological gamblers
(n=179) were combined into the same category so that a more meaningful interpretation
could be made concerning the 1,734 respondents. Other studies have combined the two
categories as well (Harvey 2001).

Consequently, gambling class is coded as a

dichotomous variable with those respondents classified as a problem/pathological
gambler as 1, and non-pathological gamblers as 0.
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As part o f the ADAM program, roughly 92 percent of the respondents in the study
provided urine specimens that were screened for a variety o f drugs such as marijuana,
cocaine, and methamphetamines.

Consequently, a majority o f the respondents who

volunteered for the Gambling Addendum already had a drug screen that provided
information pertaining to a positive/negative result for each drug tested. However, these
drug screens are only reliable if testing is done within 48-hours o f indigestion.

In

addition, “While drug screens and self-reports provide useful information about use, they
do not indicate the level of use or the problems drugs or alcohol use may be inflicting in
individuals” (McCorkle 2002, 49). As a result, each ADAM respondent was also asked
about their alcohol and drug abuse within the past 12 months to record the true reflection
of their substance abuse problems.

This information was obtained with the revised

ADAM instrument that included DSM-IV based screens for substance abuse and
dependency. Separate six-item screens for drugs and alcohol abuse were administered to
respondents reporting use in the past 12 months. Items for both o f the screens are listed
in table 8.
If a respondent answered yes to three or more o f these screen questions they were
labeled as “dependent.” The responses were recorded on the Gambling Addendum under
the variables “alcohol problem” and “drug problem.” Each variable was dummy coded 1
as having an alcohol/drug problem and 0 for no problem. In addition, for the purposes of
this study, another variable was created measuring if each respondent had a substance
abuse problem.

A substance abuse problem was diagnosed if the respondent had an

alcohol or drug problem, or the concurrence o f both.

This variable was coded 1 for

substance abuse problem and 0 for no problem. Creating this variable helps establish if
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having a substance abuse problem in general is significantly correlated with criminal
offending.

If a relationship is apparent, testing for an alcohol or drug problem

independently might help establish if a specific type o f substance abuse is significantly
correlated to gambling and/or criminal behavior.

Table 8: Drug and Alcohol Screen Items
I . In the past 12 months, have you spent more time; (a) drinking than you intended?;
(b) using drugs than you intended?
2. Have you neglected some o f your usual responsibilities; (a) because o f using
alcohol?; (b) because of using drugs____________________________________
3. Have you wanted to cut down: (a) on your drinking?; (b) on your drug use?
4. In the past 12 months, has anyone objected to: (a) your use o f alcohol?;
(b) your drug use?______________________________________________
5. Have you frequently found yourself thinking about: (a) drinking?; (b) using drugs?
6. Have you: (a) used alcohol to relieve such feelings as sadness, anger, or boredom?;
(b) used drugs to relieve feelings such as sadness, anger, or boredom?

Criminal behavior variables in this study focused on three areas: nature o f the offense,
severity o f the offense, and frequency o f the offense.

Crimes committed by ADAM

respondents were categorized into four different categories: violent, property, drug, and
other offenses.

The ADAM program offense codes are outlined in table 9. Surveys

indicated that a wide range of crimes were committed by ADAM respondents, however,
to simplify the analysis, the ADAM program only focused on the most serious charge of
each respondent and classified that charge into one of the four categories listed in the
table.
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Table 9: ADAM Program Offense Codes
Violent Offenses
1.01 Aggravated Assault
1.02 Blackmail/Extortion/Threats
1.03 Kidnapping
1.04 Manslaughter by Negligence
1.05 Murder/Homicide
1.06 Robbery
1.07 Sexual Assault/Rape
1.08 Weapons
1.09 Domestic Violence
1.10 Child Abuse
1.11 Spouse/Partner Abuse
1.12 Offense Against Family/Children
1.13 Violation o f Protection Order
1.14 Other Assault
1.15 Other Crimes Against Persons

Property Offenses
3.01 Arson
3.02 Bribery
3.03 Burglary
3.04 Possession of Burglary Tools
3.05 Damage or Destroy Property
3.06 Forgery
3.07 Fraud
3.08 Larceny/Theft
3.09 Possession o f Stolen Property
3.10 Possession of a Stolen Vehicle
3.11 Trespassing

Drug/Alcohol Offenses
2.01 Driving Under the Influence
2.02 Drug Possession
2.03 Drug Sale
2.04 Liquor
2.05 Possession o f Alcohol
2.06 Under the Influence o f a
Controlled Substance
2.07 Other Drug Offense

Miscellaneous Offenses
5.01 Prostitution/Commercial Sex
5.02 Embezzlement
5.03 Fare Beating
5.04 Fight/Escape
5.05 Illegal Gambling
1L06 Obscenity
5^7 Obstruction o f Justice
5.08 Other Miscellaneous Offenses
fh09 Public Peace/Disturbance/
Mischief
5.10 Pickpocket/Jostling
5.11 Other Sex Offenses
5.12 Probation or Parole Violation
5T3 Released on Recognizance
Violation
5.14 Traffic Related Offenses
5.15 Contribution to the Delinquency
of a Minor
5T6 Unspecified Warrants
5.17 Sales Without a License
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As the literature review implies, a majority o f pathological gamblers commit property
crimes to finance their gambling habits.

Therefore, for the purposes of this study,

property offenses are the focal point. The key focus will be in determining if gambling
and/or substance abuse compels an individual to resort to property crimes to finance their
habits.
In this study, the nature o f the offense was coded with property offenses as 1 and all
other offenses 0. Severity of the offense was coded with felony as 1 and misdemeanor as
0. Finally, the last variable concerning criminal offending, the frequency of the offense,
was focused on the number of property offenses committed. A question on the Gambling
Addendum asked each respondent “Have you stolen something in the past year?”
Answers to this question were in a yes/no format and dummy coded 1 for yes.
Respondents’ answering with an affirmative response was then asked four additional
questions regarding property crimes: (1) How many times did you steal cars? (2) How
many times did you break into homes? (3) How many times did you steal from stores?
and (4) How many times did you steal from people? The number of property crimes
committed among the four categories was then added up for each respondent.
Demographic control variables were also included in this study for each respondent.
These variables included gender, race, age, education, employment, and marital status.
The following is a list o f how the control variables were dummy coded: gender (1 =
male), race (1 = White), age (1 = 18-35 years old, 0 = 36 years or older), education (1 =
graduated high school or GED, 0 = dropout), employment (1 = employed, 0 =
unemployed), and marital status (1 = married, 0 = not married).
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This study examines three research questions: (I) Is there a difference between
pathological and non-pathological gamblers in terms o f criminal behavior? (2) Is there a
difference between substance abusers and non-substance abusers in terms o f criminal
behavior? (3) Is there a comorbid relationship between substance abuse and pathological
gambling in regards to criminal behavior?
To examine these research questions, two analyses were conducted. First, a bivariate
analysis was utilized to assess the relationship between criminal behavior and the
independent variables. Second, to further aid in the discussion, a multivariate analysis
utilizing OLS and logistic regression was performed.

Profile o f the Sample
Three frequency distribution tables were created to help identify the differences
between each respondent in terms o f criminal behavior. Each table represents one of the
three dependent variables in the study: nature o f the offense, severity o f the offense, and
the number o f property crimes committed.

As illustrated in table 10, there were 316

respondents charged with a property crime, which equates to roughly 18 percent o f the
sample.
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Table 10; Variable Frequencies for Type o f Charge
Other Crime

N

%

N

Property Crim e
%

Total
N

%

1,418
316

81.8%
18.2%

1,448

286

83.5%
16.5%

293%
58.5%

256
502
976

14.8%
30.0%
56.2%

462
296
976

263%
17.1%
56.3%

D E P E N D E N T V A R IA B L E
T yp e o f Charge
0 = Other Crime
1 = Property Crime

1418

316

IN D E P E N D E N T V A R IA B L E S
G am bling C lass
0 = N onproblem
1 = P athological
Substance A b u se
0 = N o problem
1 = Problem
M ISSIN G
A lco h o l Problem
0 = N o problem
1 = Problem
M ISSIN G
Drug Problem
0 = N o problem
1 = Problem
M ISSIN G
C O N T R O L V A R IA B L E S
G ender
0 = Fem ale
1 = M ale
A ge
0 = 36+
1 = 18-35
R ace
0 = N o n -w h ite
1 = W hite
M ISSIN G
E m ploym ent
0 = U n em p loyed
1 = E m p loyed
Education
0 = D ropout
1 = H igh S ch ool Grad/GED
M ISSIN G
Marital Status
0 = N o t married
1 = M arried

84.2%
15.8%

254
62

15.4%
28.8%
55.8%

37
94

80

791

26.9%
17.3%
55.8%

185

253%
16.1%
58.5%

323
305
790

22.8%
21.5%
55.7%

57
74
185

18.0%
2T4%
583%

380
379
975

2L9%
2L9%
563%

403
1.015

28.4%
71.6%

102
214

323%
673%

505
1,229

293%
7&9%

532
886

37.5%
62.5%

121
195

383%t
613%

653

373%
624%

615

144

169
3

453%
533%
G9%

759
965

7

43.4%
56.1%
0 5%

506
912

35.7%
64.3%

140
176

443%
553%

646

354

25.0%
74.8%
03%

90

226

283%
713%

444

1,060
4
1,077
341

76.0%
24.0%

1,194

224
219
408
791

382
245

796

185

51

261
55

80.4%
19.6%
11.7%

823%
17.4%

1,081

10

1,088

433%
553%
03%
373%t
623%

4

253%
743%
0 2%

1,338
396

773%
223%

1,286
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Among the 316 respondents who were charged with committing a property crime, 20
percent were categorized as a pathological gambler. Furthermore, roughly 72 percent of
the offenders charged with a property crime had a substance abuse problem when
excluding the missing data. Further analyzing the substance abuse variable indicated that
39 percent o f those charged with a property crime had an alcohol problem and 56 percent
had a drug problem.

Worth noting is that these prevalence rates regarding substance

abuse are based upon those respondents that answered questions regarding substance
abuse characteristics on the Gambling Addendum. Demographic characteristics indicated
that those who committed a property crime were more likely to be male, between the ages
of eighteen and thirty-five. White, employed, high school graduates, and not married.
Table 11 illustrates the severity o f the charge among the entire sample. Among the
1,734 respondents, 32 percent were charged with a felony and 68 percent with a
misdemeanor.

Assessing independent variables among respondents that committed a

felony indicated roughly 17 percent o f the sample was pathological gamblers, 70 percent
had a substance abuse problem, 33 percent had an alcohol problem, and 60 percent had a
drug problem. Demographic characteristics indicated that those charged with a felony
shared the same attributes as those charged with a property crime.
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Table 11 ; Variable Frequencies for Severity o f Charge
M isdem eanor

N

%

Felony
N

Total

%

N

%

D E P E N D E N T V A R IA B L E
T yp e o f Charge
0 = Other Crime
1 = Property Crime

554

1,180

1,180
554

68.1%
31.9%

IN D E P E N D E N T V A R IA B L E S
G am bling C lass
0 = N onproblem
1 = P athological
Substance A buse
0 = N o problem
1 = Problem
M ISSIN G
A lco h o l Problem
0 = N o problem
1 = Problem
M ISSIN G
Drug Problem
0 = N o problem
1 = Problem
M ISSIN G

458
96

82.7%
17.3%

1,448
286

83.5%
16.5%

15.9%
29.0%
55.1%

68
326

12.3%
28.9%
58.8%

256
502
976

14.8%
30.0%
56.2%

220
650

26.3%
18.6%
55.1%

152
76
326

274%
13.7%
58.8%

462
296
976

26.6%
17.1%
56.3%

289
241
650

24.5%
20.4%
55.1%

91

138
325

16.4%
24.9%
58.7%

380
379
975

21.9%
21.9%
56.2%

339
841

28.7%
71.3%

388

3&0%
70b%

505
1,229

29.1%
70.9%

483
697

40.9%
59.1%

307%
697%

653

384

37.6%
62.4%

511

248
303
3

44.8%
547%
07%6

759
965

7

43.3%
56.1%
0.6%

10

43.8%
55.7%
0.5%

428
752

36.3%
63.7%

218
336

394%
6&6%

646
1,088

37.3%
62.7%

291
887

153

399

2T6%
720%
04%

444
1,286

2

24.7%
75.2%
0.2%

4

25.6%
74.2%
0.2%

908
272

76.9%
23.1%

726%
224%

1,338
396

77.2%
22.8%

990

83.9%

190

16.1%

188
342
650
310

160

C O N T R O L V A R IA B L E S
G ender
0 = Fem ale
1 = M ale
A ge
0 = 36+
1 = 18-35
Race
0 = N o n -w h ite
1 = W hite
M ISSIN G
E m ploym ent
0 = U n em p loyed
1 = E m ployed
Education
0 = Dropout
1 = H igh S ch ool Grad/GED
M ISSIN G
M arital Status
0 = N o t married
1 = Married

662

166

170

2

430
124

1,081
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The last table assesses frequencies for the number of property offenses committed.
As table 12 illustrates, 196 respondents answered yes to the question, “Have you stolen
something in the past year?” Among those respondents, the average number o f property
crimes eommitted was 5.2. Gambling and substance abuse variables indicated roughly 49
percent o f the sample was pathological gamblers, 79 percent had a substance abuse
problem, 45 percent had an alcohol problem, and 66 percent had a drug problem. These
numbers indicate a possible gambling and substance abuse connection with the number of
property crimes committed among arrestees in the sample. A further inquiry into this
relationship will be conducted in the multivariate analysis. Furthermore, examining the
demographic characteristics indicated that the profile was similar in nature to those
respondents charged with a property crime and a felony.
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Table 12: Variable Frequencies for Number o f Property Crimes Committed
N
DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Committed property offenses
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Gambling Class
0 = Nonproblem
1 = Pathological
Substance Abuse
0 = No problem
1 = Problem
Alcohol Problem
0 = No problem
1 = Problem
Drug Problem
0 = No problem
1 = Problem
CONTROL VARIABLES
Gender
0 = Female
1 = Male
Age
0 = 36+
I =18-35
Race
0 = Non-white
1 = White
Employment
0 = Unemployed
1 = Employed
Education
0 = Dropout
1 = High School Grad/GED
Marital Status
0 = Not married
1 = Married

196 respondents

% or mean
5.2

101
95

51.5%
48.5%

41
155

20.9%
79.1%

107
89

54.6%
45.4%

67
129

34.2%
65.8%

52
144

26.5%
73.5%

75
121

38.3%
61.7%

82
114

41.8%
58.2%

89
107

45.4%
54.6%

40
156

20.4%
79.6%

163
33

83.2%
16.8%
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Bivariate Analysis
A bivariate analysis was conducted in this study to assess the one-on-one
relationships between eriminal offending and the independent variables; pathological
gambling and substance abuse.

Table 13 illustrates these relationships utilizing a

correlation matrix.
Although the entire correlation matrix is presented for completeness, only a subset of
21 correlations (criminal behavior, gambling, and substance abuse variables) were
relevant in assessing the three hypotheses addressed in this study. Control variables were
listed because they will be included in the multivariate analysis.
Several predietions about pathologieal gambling and substance abuse to criminal
behavior were corroborated. As illustrated, having a drug problem was the only variable
significantly correlated with one of the criminal offending variables.

The analysis

indieated arrestees who had a drug problem were more likely to be charged with a felony.
The correlation matrix did indicate a significant relationship between substance abuse
and pathological gambling, thus indicating a comorbid relationship. The purpose in this
study, however, will be to assess if the comorbid relationship between the two variables
signifieantly affects any of the criminal offending variables. This will be tested in the
multivariate analysis

Worth noting is that the variables “alcohol problem,” “drug

problem,” and “substance abuse problem” were highly correlated with one another. In
most cases this is a symptom o f multicollinearity and will affect the results. In this study,
however, high correlation was expected since substance abuse was determined by a
respondent that had an alcohol problem, drug problem or the concurrence o f both.
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Multivariate Analysis
A multivariate analysis is a more rigorous test in examining the relationship between
eriminal behavior, pathological gambling, and substance abuse.

In assessing these

relationships, a series of nine regressions was utilized to test the hypotheses. The data
analysis is comprised of three tables for which each table analyzed one o f the three
dependent variables; nature o f the offense, severity o f the offense, and the number of
property crimes committed.

The first model in each table identified if pathological

gambling was a significant predictor of criminal behavior after controlling for
demographic variables. Next, in the second model, the substance abuse problem variable
was inserted into the model. Finally, the third model broke down having a substance
abuse problem further by inserting the alcohol problem and drug problem variables to
address if a specific type of substance abuse played a factor in criminal behavior. An
additional three regressions were examined addressing the nature o f comorbidity on the
dependent variables. More on these three additional regressions will be discussed in the
results section.
The first two tables examined the type o f eharge and severity o f charge utilizing
logistic regression.

Interpretations o f the two tables were based on exponentiated

coefficients [Exp (B)], also known as odds ratios. An exponentiated coefficient o f one
signifies no effect on the dependent variable; odds of less than one suggest the odds are
less for eommitting the dependent variable (i.e. property crime or felony) and odds
greater than one suggest the odds are greater for committing the dependent variable. For
example, if the table is focusing on the odds o f committing a property crime and the odds
ratio for the pathological gambling variable is 3.00, then the odds o f pathological gambler
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committing a property crime is three times more likely than that o f a non-pathological
gambler.
As illustrated in table 14, results from Model I indicated among arrestees that the
odds o f a pathological gambler committing a property crime were greater than
respondents that were not pathological gamblers, net of control variables. In addition,
examining this model also indicated the odds o f arrestees who were employed and
married were lower in terms o f engaging in property crimes in comparison to arrestees
that were unemployed or not married.
Model II included the substance abuse variable in the analysis. Worth noting is that
these results were interpreted with caution as the model was only significant at the .10
level. Results indicated in this regression that the odds of a pathological gambler in the
arrestee population committing a property crime were greater versus those respondents
that were not pathological gamblers.

However, the major variable o f focus in this

regression, having a substance abuse problem, had no significant effect on predicting the
odds of committing a property crime.

Examining control variables indicated that the

odds of employed arrestees were lower in terms of committing a property crime than
those that were unemployed.
Finally, Model III addressed the substance abuse variable further by breaking down
the variable into having an alcohol problem and/or a drug problem. Once again, these
results are interpreted with caution as the model was only significant at the .10 level. The
degree and direction o f impact o f the variables remained virtually unchanged with the
inclusion of the alcohol and/or drug problem. As illustrated, the odds of a pathological
gambler committing a property crime were greater than respondents that were non-
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pathological gamblers.
property crime.

Being employed also decreased the odds o f committing a

Having an alcohol and/or drug problem however, had no significant

effect on predicting the odds of committing a property crime.

Table 14: Logistic Regression Analysis Predicting Odds o f Committing a Property
Crime

Variable

Gender
Age
Race
Employment
Education
Marital Status
Path. Gambler

Model I
Exp(B)
Beta
(SE)
-.173
(137)
-TGO
(131)
-TW8
(.127)
-.297* *
(.130)
-T06
(143)
-349* *
(T63)
371*
(161)

341
^71
^15
343
399
305
1.31

Substance Abuse

Model II
Beta
Exp(B)
(SE)

Model III
Beta
Exp(B)
(SE)

.173
(.239)
-.015
(.201)
-305
(.203)
-.400* *
(301)
-383
(332)
-3 0 2
(349)
454**

T93
(340)
-328
(.202)
.015
(.205)
-390*
(.202)
-301
(.233)
-T92
(.250)
.456**
(.201)
381
(.407)
-328
(.271)
-318
(323)

(199)
338
(320)

1.19
385
395
370
35 4
3 17
L58
1.27

Alcohol Problem
Drug Problem

749
15390
352
672.797

C720
N
Chi square
18318
.011
Sig.level
-2 log likelihood
1613342
p<0.10*, p<0.05**, p<0.01

1.21
373
1.02
3 77
340
326
L58
1.46
396
382

749
16.248
393
671.940
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Results from table 14 indicated the only variables predicting the odds of committing a
property crime were employment, marital status, and pathological gambling. Substance
abuse had no significant effect on predicting the odds of committing a property crime
among the sample of arrestees.
Table 15 presents a logistic regression analysis predicting the odds of committing a
felony. Results from Model I indicated only one o f the seven variables was a significant
predictor for committing a felony. As illustrated, among arrestees, the odds o f those aged
eighteen to thirty-five years old were greater for committing a felony versus those
respondents that were thirty-six years or older. Worth emphasizing in this model is that
pathological gambling had no significant effect on predicting the odds of committing a
felony.
Model II included having a substance abuse problem to the analysis. Results were
similar to Model I. Only age appeared to play a significant factor in predicting the odds
of committing a felony. Being a pathological gambler remained unchanged in this model
and had no significant effect on predicting the odds of committing a felony. Furthermore,
having a substance abuse problem did not have a significant effect.
Finally, Model III indicated once again that the younger the respondent was the
greater odds they had o f committing a felony. In addition, this model found that the odds
o f those respondents that had a drug problem were twice as likely to have been charged
with a felony versus those that did not have a drug problem. This finding is important
since Model II found that having a substance abuse problem did not have a significant
effect on predicting the odds of committing a felony.
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Table 15: Logistic Regression Analysis Predicting Odds o f Committing a Felony
Model I
Exp(B)

Variable

Beta
(SE)

Gender

-327
(.115)

Age

373
1.58

Race
Employment
Education
Marital Status
Path. Gambler

(.111)
-.021
(.106)
-T46
(. IK))
-394
(120)
321
(125)
T22
(139)

379
3 64
310
132
1.13

Substance Abuse

Beta
(SE)

Model II
Exp(B)

366
(198)
336***
(170)
-378
(167)
-.123
(170)
336
(.201)
T84
(.191)
3 48
(.166)
379
(.177)

1.31
L71
325
384
1.04
130
138
132

Alcohol Problem
Drug Problem

N
L720
Chi square
21.009
Sig.level
304
-2 log likelihood
2133.307
p<0.10*, p<0.05**, p<0.01 $ $

749
17.299
3 27
899.968

Beta
(SE)

Model III
Exp(B)

329
(.201)
307***
(.171)
-3 5 6
(.170)
-370
(.173)
306
(.204)
T89
(1 9 ^
3 06
(169)
-3 3 0
(355)
-.415*
(224)
.694**
(392)

139
1.66
345
332
1.00
1.21
133
37 0
.660
230

749
34.530
300
882.737

Overall, results from table 15 indicated that age and having a drug problem were
significant predictors for committing a felony. Pathological gambling, however, never
achieved statistical significance in any o f the three models.
Table 16 is an OLS regression analysis predicting the number of property crimes
committed.

Interpretations rely on unstandardized regression coefficients (b).

If a

coefficient is negative it equates to a decrease in the amount o f property crimes
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committed. Conversely, if the coefficient is positive, there is an increase in the amount of
property crimes committed.

Table 16; OLS Regression Analysis Predicting Number o f Property Crimes Committed

Variable

Gender
Age
Race
Employment
Education
Marital Status
Path. Gambler

Model I
b
(SE)

Model 11
b
(SE)

Model III
b
(SE)

305
(1.005)
-328
(389)
-373
(390)
3.187***
(377)
-.020
(1.104)
3.094***
(1.196)
-.173
(383)

T33
(1.003)
-353
(921)
-T39
(397)
-3349***
(376)
-.007
(1.102)
42382**
(1.196)
-T38
(381)
1.475
(1.111)

357
(3 9 5 )
-.191
(312)
-.160
(399)
42343***
(3 8 2 )
-3 5 9
(1.123)
42395**
(1.192)
3 95
(380)
2349
(1.907)
41412**
(1.102)
3 54
(1.453)

196
6323
.109
305

196
5356
T37
302

Substance Abuse
Alcohol Problem
Drug Problem

N
196
Constant
7350
TOO
R:
Sig.level
305
p<0.10*,p<0.05**,p<0.01 * * *

Results from Model I indicated two out of the seven variables were significant
predictors for the number of property crimes committed. Both being employed and being
married significantly decreased the number of property crimes committed among
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arrestees.

However, pathological gambling appeared to play no significant factor in

predicting the number o f property crimes committed.
Similar results for the control variables and pathological gambling were presented in
Model II when inserting a substance abuse problem to the model. Both being employed
and being married decreased the amount of property crimes committed and pathological
gambling did not achieve statistical significance. In addition, having a substance abuse
problem did not play a significant factor in the number o f property crimes committed.
Model III also yielded similar results to the first two models. However, the model
included having an alcohol and/or drug problem to discern whether they are significant
factors in explaining the number o f property crimes committed.

The results are

surprising; having a drug problem did not achieve statistical significance and for those
that had an alcohol problem committed, on average, two fewer property crimes among
arrestees. These results contrast to Model II, in which having a substance abuse problem
did not play a significant factor in predicting the number of property crimes committed.

Summary o f the Results
Logistic and OLS regression analyses illustrated that there are differences in criminal
behavior in relation to pathological gambling and substance abuse. When examining the
first hypothesis, results indicated being a pathological gambler increased the odds of
committing a property crime among arrestees in the sample.

Therefore, the null

hypothesis that there is no difference between pathological and non-pathological
gamblers in terms of criminal behavior must be rejected. Worth noting, however, is that
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committing a felony and the number o f property crimes committed was not substantially
altered by having a gambling problem.
The second hypothesis states that there is no difference between substance abusers
and non-substance abusers in terms o f criminal behavior. Once again, the null hypothesis
must be rejected. Results indicated that having a drug problem increased the odds of
being charged with a felony among arrestees., Furthermore, results also indicated that
having an alcohol problem both decreased the odds of being charged with a felony and
the amount o f property crimes committed among those respondents answering with
affirmative responses to engaging in property crimes.

The other criminal offending

variable, the odds of committing a property crime, was not substantially altered by having
a substance abuse problem.
The third hypothesis in this study was that the comorbid effect o f pathological
gambling and substance abuse does not have any effect on criminal behavior.

A

multivariate analysis was performed on the interaction effect between these two
variables. For each of the three criminal behavior dependent variables a fourth regression
tested the main effects, control variables, and the interaction effect o f gambling and
substance abuse. The interaction effect had no significant effect on any o f the criminal
behavior variables. Therefore, the results are unable to refute the null hypothesis that the
comorbidity o f pathological gambling and substance abuse does not affect criminal
behavior.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
The results o f this study indicated that pathological gamblers among the arrestee
population in Las Vegas were more likely to engage in property crimes. Consequently,
as this problem continues to proliferate, it will generate multiple problems for the Las
Vegas Valley. Several o f the problems are examined below.
First, as mentioned previously, arrestees in Las Vegas have higher prevalence rates of
pathological gambling than the general population. Therefore, as these rates continue to
escalate, it is reasonable to assume that property crimes will be a problem within the Las
Vegas community. After all, a major explanation for the connection between committing
property crimes and gambling is that those who gamble commit property crimes to
finance or support their gambling habits.
Second, the number of Americans in local jails has grown dramatically in recent
years. This is a population “comprised primarily o f those who exist on the social and
economic fringes o f society, one in which we can clearly and painfully observe the
outcomes o f social experiments, urban ills, and failed policies of the past two decades”
(McCorkle 2002, 64).

It is this population that deepens their addiction to substance

abuse, pathological gambling, and criminal behavior through their jail experiences only
to be released back into society after a short period o f incarceration. Consequently, these
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addictions will propel many arrestees to commit additional crimes against the
community.
Third, and perhaps most important, in a town such as Las Vegas with higher
prevalence rates o f pathological gambling (Volberg 2002), only privately funded
gambling treatment programs exist, none federally or state funded. It is unreasonable to
assume that most individuals addicted to gambling or substance abuse or both will seek
treatment themselves. If jails continue to release arrestees back into society without any
treatment, how can society expect arrestees to refrain from their addictions which propel
them to committing criminal behavior? This is where policy recommendations play an
integral role in rectifying this problem.
This study indicated two factors played a significant role in arrestees committing
property crimes: employment and pathological gambling. This finding is important in
regards to Las Vegas arrestees as treatment programs can help alleviate these factors
which are contributing to the escalating jail population.
It appears through utilizing a bivariate and multivariate analysis that employment
plays a significant factor in committing property crimes. This comes as no surprise as
one might expect that an individual who is unemployed might resort to engaging in
property crimes in order to survive.

However, this finding is only invaluable to the

criminal justice system if employment programs are implemented for arrestees leaving
jails. Prisons have started to implement these programs in recent decades; however, jails
have not emphasized a primary focus in this area.

Some arrestees might desist from

crime once released from jail if they can earn a paycheck.
problems with employing pathological gamblers.

O f course, there are also

For example, employers might be
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hesitant to hire arrestees with a prior history of gambling because there is the possibility
that they might steal money and/or goods from the company to support their gambling
habits. However, employing some type o f gambling treatment program within jails can
not only help arrestees, but also assure employers that these arrestees are making strides
toward remodeling their lifestyles.
Furthermore, gambling and substance abuse programs are additional programs that
can alleviate the crime problem in Las Vegas. As mentioned previously, no gambling
treatment programs exist in local jails or detention centers throughout the Las Vegas
Valley.

It is vital in communities such as the city of Las Vegas that have adopted

legalized gambling the need to develop gambling screens for arrestees where the
prevalence o f pathological gambling is high.

However, employing these types of

programs is costly and time-consuming.
Despite these problems, there is a solution that can rectify any concerns amongst
lawmakers. “While both the NODS and the SOGS may be too time-consuming for use
during intake procedures, an abbreviated screen consisting of a few discriminating items
could be developed and incorporated into the intake interview” (McCorkle 2002, 65).
For example, one such tool that has been deemed valid and reliable is the Lie-Bet test that
rules out pathological gambling behaviors (Johnson, Nora, Tan, Eistenstein, and
Englehart, 1988). The test has two questions: (1) Have you ever felt the need to bet more
and more money? (2) Have you ever had to lie to people important to you about how
much you gambled? Taking this quick exam should indicate if a respondent exhibits the
features of having a gambling problem.

If they do exhibit the features o f having a

gambling problem, they then could be given a more thorough exam. In addition, since
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many arrestees display a comorbid relationship between substance abuse and pathological
gambling, it could benefit lawmakers to implement gambling treatment programs within
substance abuse programs to save on costs.
As the literature review documented, there are distinct differences between the prison
population and the jail population.

First and foremost, arrestees in jails are typically

detained for petty offenses whereas incarcerated adults are typically detained for more
violent crimes.

Second, arrestees in jails are typically booked and shortly released.

These two factors are precisely the reason why an emphasis for treatment programs needs
to be administered to the jail population. It is in this population that arrestees can be
rehabilitated so that they don’t reenter society and commit more crimes, which inevitably
leads to years o f incarceration.
It is important in noting limitations of this study. First, due to the small sample size
and limited responses to some of the questions on the Gambling Addendum, results
should be interpreted with caution.

Second, worth noting is that the ADAM program

administered the Gambling Addendum to several locations throughout the country. The
data analysis could be improved by utilizing not only a larger sample size, but by
analyzing the data that was collected from other locations. Dr. Bo Bernhard, Director of
Gambling Research at the University o f Nevada Las Vegas states:

In fact, it appears that problem gamblers in Las Vegas could well differ from
those living in other locales: for instance, because o f the degree o f community
acceptance and historic presence of gambling opportunities, it could be that
individuals who reside in Las Vegas are exposed to a greater number of
individuals who have gambled or who have had gambling problems. This is
potentially problematic...individuals who know problem gamblers are far more
likely to be problem gamblers themselves than individuals who do not know any
problem gamblers (1999:109).
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Due to this sample only coming from Las Vegas, these findings should only be
generalized to the specific sub-population in this study.

Arrestees, in general, have

higher prevalence rates of pathological gambling than the general population; however,
the rates in Las Vegas are distinct since the city is the gambling capital o f the world.
Consequently, higher prevalence rates in Las Vegas are expected o f pathological
gambling in its relationship to criminal behavior.
There are also questions regarding the validity of respondents’ answers to the
Gambling Addendum.

There is no doubt that every survey has respondents that will

answer untruthfully, however, it should be noted in general, self-report data has been
found to be a valid measure of behavior (McElrath, Dunham & Cromwell, 1995; Karst
1991).
Finally,

and

generalizability.

perhaps

most

important,

is that these

findings

have

limited

Conclusions in this study about criminal behavior in the arrestee

population only apply to the models that were tested. For example, findings indicated
that comorbidity did not have an affect on criminal behavior.

However, inserting or

excluding variables within the models might indicate that comorbidity does in fact play
an integral role in criminal behavior among Las Vegas arrestees. Therefore, it is essential
in emphasizing that these findings only suggested possible factors that contributed to
criminal behavior among the arrestees in this sample.
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GAMBLING ADDENDUM
Site ID #
D ate o f interview

/

Person ID # ________
Interview er’s initials

/

Read as Written: Now 1 would like to ask you about your experience with different kinds of
gambling. I’m only interested in gambling you have done in this country, which includes the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico. Do not include any gambling you may have done for a prize other
than money, such as a car raffle. I repeat, the information that you provide is confidential and
anonymous and it will not help or hurt your case.
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I . In the past year, have you ever
gam bled by p layin g or betting on
(R E A D A L L A C T IV IT IE S)? IF

NO FOR ALL ACTIVITIES,
THANK RESPONDENT AND
CONCLUDE INTERVIEW
2. N o w p lea se think about the last
tim e you played or bet on (N A M E
A C T IV IT Y ). On that day did you
budget beforehand a certain am ount
o f m oney that w as the m ost you
w ere w illin g to lose?
3. On that day, h ow much m oney
did you take to play or bet on
(N A M E A C T IV IT Y )?
4. D id you lo se all o f that m oney?

IF YES, GO TO Q5; IF NO, GO
TO Q6
5. W hen you lost that m on ey, did
you get m ore m o n ey to gam ble w ith
by cashing a check, using an A TM ,
or borrow ing m on ey? IF NO, GO

TO Q7
6. A ll together, h ow m uch m oney
did you lo se on that day p layin g or
betting on (R E A D A C T IV IT Y )?
7. What is the largest am ount o f
m oney that you have ever w on in a
single day p layin g or betting on
(R E A D A C T IV IT Y )?
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W hat is the largest amount o f m oney that you have ever lost
in a sin g le day o f any kind o f gam bling?

9.

In any g iv en year, what w ould you say is the m ost y o u ’ve
been behind?

If neither amount reported in Q8 or Q9 is $100 or more, thank respondent and conclude interview.
10.

1
2
3
11.

13.

I4b.

H ow old w ere yo u w hen yo u first felt
you had this problem w ith drugs?

READ AS WRITTEN: People who gamble
sometimes report having certain experiences.
I’d like you to think about the past year and
tell me if any of the following descriptions
apply to you.

alw ays drink,
so m etim es drink, or
never drink?

16.

alw ays use an illegal drug,
so m etim es use an illegal drug
never use an illegal drug?

Since [current month] [last year], have
there been periods lasting tw o w eek s or
longer w hen you spent a lot o f tim e
thinking
about
your
gam bling
experiences
or
planning
future
gam bling ventures or bets?
Y es
No

alw ays use an illegal drug
so m etim es use an illegal drug
never use an illegal drug?

17.

H ave y ou ever felt like you , personally,
had a problem w ith alcohol?
Y es
No

G O T O Q lSb
GO TOQ16a

________years old

D uring the past year, w h ile you were
actually gam b lin g or betting did y o u ...
1
2
3

14a.

I5b.

D uring the past
year, before you
gam b led or placed a bet so som e kind
did y o u ...
1
2
3

H ave you ev er felt like you , personally,
had a problem w ith drugs?
Y es
No

alw ays have a drink
so m etim es have a drink, or
never have a drink?

D uring the past year, w h ile you were
actually gam b lin g or betting did y o u ...
1
2
3

12.

15a.

D uring the past year, before you
gam bled or placed a bet o f som e kind
did y o u ...

G O T O Q I4b
GO TOQISa

S in ce [current month] [last year], have
there been periods lasting tw o w eek s or
longer w hen you spent a lot o f tim e
thinking about w ays o f getting m oney
to gam ble with?
Y es
No
Since [current month] [last year], have
there been periods w hen you needed to
gam ble w ith increasing am ounts o f
m on ey or w ith larger bets than before in
order to get the sam e fe e lin g o f
excitem ent?

H ow old w ere you w hen you first felt
yo u had this problem w ith alcohol?
________ years old

Y es
No
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19.

S ince [current m onth] [last year], have
you tried to stop, cut dow n, or control
your gam bling?
Y es
No

20.

26.

GO TO Q20
GO TO Q21

Since [current month] [last year], have
you more than on ce lied to fam ily
m em bers, friends, or others about how
m uch you gam b le or h o w m uch m oney
you lost on gam bling?
Y es
No

S ince [current m onth] [last year], on
one or m ore o f the tim es w hen you tried
to stop, cut dow n, or control your
gam bling, w ere y ou restless or irritable?

27.

Since [current month] [last year], has
this happened three or m ore tim es?
Y es
No

Y es
No
21.

22.

28.

S ince [current m onth] [last year], have
you tried but not su cceed ed in stopping,
cutting d ow n , or controlling your
gam bling?
Y es
No

Y es
No

Since [current m onth] [last year], has
this happened three or more tim es?

29.

Y es

24.

S ince [current month] [last year], has
your gam b lin g caused
serious or
repeated problem s in your relationships
with any o f your fam ily or friends?
Y es
No

S in ce [current m onth] [last year], have
you gam bled as a w ay to escap e from
personal problem s?
1

Y es

2

No

S ince [current month] [last year], has
your
gam bling
caused
you
any
problem s in sch o o l, such as m issin g
cla sses or days o f sch o o l or getting
w orse grades?

S in ce [current month] [last year], have
you gam bled to relieve uncom fortable
feelin g s
such
as
guilt,
anxiety,
h elp lessn ess, or depression?
Y es
No

25.

Since [current m onth] [last year], have
you written a bad ch eck or taken m oney
that d id n ’t b elon g to you from fam ily
m em bers or anyone e lse in order to pay
for your gam bling?

GO TO Q22
GO TO Q23

No

23.

S in ce [current month] [last year],
there ever b een a period w hen, i f
lost m on ey gam b lin g on one day,
w ou ld often return another day to
even?
1

Y es

2

No

GO TO 27
GO TO 28

31.
has
you
you
get

1
2

Yes
No

3

NA

(N ot insch o o l past year)

S ince [current month] [last year],
has
your gam b lin g caused you to lose a job ,
have trouble w ith your jo b , or m iss out
on
an
important jo b
or
career
opportunity?
Y es
No
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32.

38a.

S in ce [current month] [last year], have
you needed to ask fam ily m em bers or
anyone e lse to loan you m oney or
oth erw ise bail you out o f a desperate
m on ey situation that w as largely caused
by your gam bling?

1
2
38b.

1

Y es

2

No

Have yo u
crime?

ev er com m itted

Y es
No

a serious

GO TO 38b
GO TO 39a

H ow old w ere you w hen
com m itted a serious crim e?

you

first

________years old
33a.

H ave y ou ever felt like you
gam b lin g problem ?
Y es
No

33b.

had a

READ AS WRITTEN: Now I would like to
ask you a few questions about certain acts
that you may have committed in the past year.
Remember,
all
your
responses
are
confidential.
No one connected with law
enforcement or this facility will ever see the
answers you provide.

GO TO Q33b
GO TO Q34

H o w old were you w hen yo u first felt
you had a gam bling problem ?
________ years old

39a.
34.

A bout h o w m uch m on ey, i f any did you
borrow during the past year to pay for
gam b lin g debts or losses?

D uring the past year, h ow many
tim es— i f any— did you hurt or threaten
to hurt so m eo n e?

IF NONE, G O TO Q40a
(Check for consistency with Q32)
|Q39b thru Q39g for single act only]
35a.

H ave you ever filed for bankruptcy?
Y es
No

35b.

GO TO Q35b
GO TO Q36

39b.

W as gam b lin g a sign ifican t factor or
cause o f this bankruptcy?
3 9c.
Y es
No

36.

37.

H ave you ever received any kind o f
help or treatment for a gam bling
problem from self-h elp groups, doctors
or counselors?
1

Y es

2

No

W as this person hurt badly?
1

Y es

2

No

W as this person your sp ou se, a live-in
b oyfriend/girlfriend, your parent, or a
child?
Y es
No

39d.

H ave you ever attended a G am bler’s
A n o n y m o u s m eeting?

39e.

Y es
No

D id you hurt or threaten to hurt this
person with a w eapon o f som e kind?
1

Y es

2

No

D id you hurt or threaten to hurt this
person in order to get m oney or
som eth in g e lse o f value?
1
2

Y es
No

GO TO Q39f
GO TO Q39g
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39f.

Y es
No

39g.

40a.

W as this act com m itted in order to get
m o n ey so that you could gam ble or pay
o f f g am b lin g debts?

GO TO Q40a
GO TO Q40b

IF NONE, SKIP TO Q41a
40b.

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
40a] tim es that y o u so ld drugs were
done to get m on ey so that yo u could
gam ble or pay o f f ga m b lin g debts?

41a.

During the past year, h o w many
tim es— if any— did you take som ething
that d idn’t b elo n g to yo u w ithout
hurting or threatening to hurt som eone?
IF N O N E , G O T O Q42

W as this act related to your gam bling?
1

Y es

2

No

H ow many tim es— if an y— in the past
year did you sell drugs?

|Q39h thru Q39m for multiple acts only]
39h.

H ow man— if any— o f th ese p eop le did
you hurt badly?

39Û

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
39a] tim es that you hurt or threatened to
hurt so m eo n e in volved a spouse, a livein boyfriend/girlfriend, your parent, or a
child?

39j.

IQ4I thru Q41f for single act only)
41b .

D id this act in v o lv e taking a car w ithout
the ow n er’s perm ission?
Y es
No

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
39a] tim es that you hurt or threatened to
hurt so m eo n e in volved a w eap on o f
som e kind?

4 1 c.

D id this act in v o lv e breaking into a
person’s hom e or b usiness?
Y es
No

39k.

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
39a] tim es that you hurt or threatened to
hurt so m eo n e w ere done to get m on ey
or som eth in g else o f value? IF N O N E ,
G O T O Q39m

41d.

1
2
41e.

391.

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
39a] tim es that you hurt or threatened to
hurt so m eo n e w ere done to get m on ey
so that y ou cou ld gam ble or pay o f f
gam b lin g debts?
4 1 f.

39m .

D id this act in volve taking som eth ing
from a store w ithout p ayin g for it?

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
39a] tim es that hurt or threatened to hurt
som eon e
w ere
related
to
your
gam bling?

Yes
No

D id this act in v o lv e taking som ething
from a person, such as a friend or
stranger?
1
Y es
2
No
W as this act com m itted in order to get
m on ey so that you could gam b le or pay
o f f gam bling debts?
1

Y es

2

No

G O T O Q42

|Q41g thru Q4In for multiple acts only]
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41g.

41m .

H o w m any o f th ese [R E A D N U M B E R
IN 41a] acts involved taking a car
w ithout the o w n er’s perm ission?

IF NONE, GO TO Q41i
4 lh .

41i,

H o w m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
4 1 g ] tim es that you took a car w ithout
the o w n er’s perm ission w ere done to
get m on ey so that you could gam ble or
pay o f f gam bling debts?

IF NONE, SKIP TO Q42
41n.

H o w m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
41 a ] tim es that you took som eth in g that
d id n ’t b elon g to you — w ithout hurting
or threatening to hurt som eon e—
in volved breaking into a p erson’s hom e
or business?

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
41m ] tim es that you took som ething
from another person w ere done to get
m oney so that you could gam b le or pay
o f f gam b lin g debts?

CHECK: Sum of Q4Ih, 4Ij, 411, & 41n should
not be more than in the number in 41a.
42.

IF NONE, G O TO Q4Ik
41j.

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
41a] tim es that you took so m eth in g that
didn’t b elon g to you— w ith ou t hurting
or threatening to hurt so m eo n e—
involved taking som eth in g from a
person, such as a friend or a stranger?

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
4 1 a ] tim es that you broke into a
p erso n ’s hom e or a business w ere done
to get m on ey so that you could gam ble
or pay o f f gam b lin g debts?

In the past year, how m any days (or
m onths)— if any— w ere you in jail or
prison?
days

43.

In the past year, how m any days (or
m onths)— if any— were you in any kind
o f hospital or treatment center?
days

41k .

H o w m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
41 a ] tim es that you took som ething that
d id n ’t b elo n g to you— w ithout hurting
or threatening to hurt so m eo n e—
in v o lv ed taking som eth in g from a store
w ithout paying for it?

m onths

Thank respondent for participation and
conclude interview.

IF NONE, GO TO Q41m

411.

m onths

H ow m any o f the [R E A D N U M B E R IN
4 1k ] tim es that you took som ething
from a store w ithout payin g for it were
done to get m on ey so that you could
gam b le or pay o f f gam b lin g debts?
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